
KREEPY KRAULY CLEAN AND COMPACT.

  With the VTX-3, we’ve taken the same Vortex Cleaning Technology of our top of 

the range VTX-7 model and condensed it. The VTX-3 still has a triple cleaning action, 

however it has a smaller main body and pipes making it ideal for compact pools.

Don’t let its small size fool you. VTX-3 creates a powerful vacuum to remove difficult 

sand and debris whilst scrubbing the pool. The Ultra Flex Hose and Steering System enables 

it to criss-cross your pool to ensure maximum cleaning and coverage is achieved every time. 

VTX-3

www.kreepykrauly.com.au



The powerful Vortex generates a vacuum 

that sucks up debris and creates a  

gentle scrubbing action to remove 

algae and calcium build up.

The VTX-3 difference

TRIPLE CLEAN WITH VORTEX ACTION

Sucks  VTX-3 creates a powerful vortex vacuum 

that sucks up all debris in its path to achieve 

a complete clean.

Scrubs  The Scrubbing Seal gently loosens calcium, 

algae and dirt build up so it can easily be 

vacuumed up.

Skims  The Mini-Skim regulates the amount of 

suction needed and uses the excess vortex 

vacuum to pull floating debris into the 

skimmer box, for a top to bottom clean.

ENTIRE POOL COVERAGE 

The Ultra Flex Hose and Steering System create a Crisscross Cleaning 

Pattern to allow the VTX-3 to move freely and optimise coverage.

LIGHT TO MEDIUM DEBRIS REMOVAL

The Side Leaf Scoops allow the VTX-3 to capture and remove light 

to medium leaf loads without interrupting its clean.

UNBEATABLE WARRANTIES

VTX-3 is built to last. It’s covered by a massive 10-year Warranty 

on the Flow Drive – its single moving part, and a 1-year Full System 

Warranty. Plus, you have the back up of local service and support.

VTX-3 is suitable for all pool material types. Its Crisscross  

Cleaning Pattern is best suited to compact pools with curved walls.

1800 777 255

www.kreepykrauly.com.au

Your local pool shop is:

SAVE ENERGY AND MONEY

Zero extra running cost on single speed pumps and 

compatible with lower speed settings on variable    

speed pumps.

See our website for more details.

VORTEX POWER FOR A DEEPER CLEAN




